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AN ACT
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

It is well-established in jurisprudence that the business and operations of a public utility are imbued with public interest. A public utility is engaged in public service—providing basic commodities and services indispensable to the interest of the general public.\(^1\)

In the delivery of basic services, a public utility is allowed to install materials and equipment, to construct poles and other structures, and to conduct maintenance work in public places towards ensuring its services are provided continuously, adequately, and in accordance with established, just and reasonable standards. In the course of these work, public places, roads, highways, streets, lanes, alleys, avenues, sidewalks or bridges are at times disturbed, altered, or changed.

While some franchised laws require the public utility to restore affected public places in accordance with the standards set by the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) or the Local Government Unit (LGU) concerned, some public utilities are remiss in performing this duty. It is not uncommon to see poorly restored roads or sidewalks after a public utility had conducted maintenance work for instance. Consequently, the substandard restoration of affected public places, or the lack thereof, pose safety hazards, risks, and inconvenience to everyday pedestrians.

This proposed measure seeks to give teeth to the duty of public utilities to restore disturbed public places by mandating a restoration work certificate and imposing appropriate penalties.

In view of the foregoing, the passage of this bill is earnestly sought.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Republic of the Philippines
in Congress assembled:

SECTION 1. Short Title. - This Act shall be known as the "Public Utility Restoration
Work Act".

SEC. 2. Declaration of Policy. – It is the policy of the State to ensure that public
service is provided and maintained according to the highest degree of responsibility,
integrity, and efficiency. Towards this end, the State shall ensure that in the performance
of their duties, public utilities shall prevent and/or restore any disturbances, alterations,
or changes caused to roads, streets, passageways, pathways, and other public places for
the safety and convenience of the general public.

SEC. 3. Coverage. – This Act shall apply to all public utility agencies and companies
or corporations, both public and private, that supply water, electric light, heat, and power,
gas, sewerage system, wire or wireless communications systems, wire or wireless
broadcasting stations and other similar public services (hereinafter referred to, for
brevity, as "public utility").

SEC. 4. Acts Required. – Any existing law to the contrary notwithstanding, the
public utility shall, within seventy-two (72) hours from completion of any installation,
construction, operation, or maintenance work involving , restore any disturbed, altered,
or changed road, highway, street, lane, alley, avenue, sidewalk, bridge, or any public place
caused by its excavation, destruction, demolition, or other similar activities, by repairing
it in accordance with the standards set by the Department of Public Works and Highways
or the Local Government Unit concerned. The public utility is thereafter required to secure a certificate of repair work completion from the punong barangay concerned: Provided, that, the punong barangay concerned, or in his absence, the barangay secretary, shall personally inspect the repair or reconstruction work prior to the issuance of the certificate. A duplicate original of the certificate shall be retained by the barangay official, for barangay record purposes.

SEC. 5. Penalty. – The manager and official of the public utility who have direct supervision in the repair or reconstruction work shall be liable for violation of this Act, and upon conviction, shall be punished with imprisonment of not less than six (6) months but not more than one (1) year and a fine of not less than Fifty Thousand Pesos (PhP 50,000.00) but not more than One Hundred Thousand Pesos (PhP 100,000.00).

SEC. 6. Effectivity. – This Act shall take effect fifteen (15) days after its publication in the Official Gazette or in a national newspaper of general circulation.

Approved,